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Website administration and, in particular, adjudication of disputes, is one of the
biggest bottlenecks in web communities today. Most solutions that exist do not
scale with the size of a community. The bigger the community, either the more is
spent on administration and dispute resolution, or the lower the quality of this
service. This article describes a formal method whereby the users of a
community can be leveraged in a structured way to participate in administration.
This builds community, and increases the quality of service while not consuming
more resources of the website owner. 

1.BACKGROUND
Website administration and, in particular, adjudication of disputes, is one of the
biggest bottlenecks in web communities today. It is easy to set up a community,
that any number of people can join and share information, experiences, business
needs, or just about anything within the rules and guidelines given for the forum.
The problem though is that not everyone will necessarily respect the rules and
guidelines. This problem was popularized by an essay in Science in 1968 titled
"The Tragedy of the Commons". The root of the issue is that it is hard to enforce
the rules of what amounts to "common decency". As this is a persistent problem,
there are a number of approaches in use to deal with it.
Firstly is programmatic enforcement. For example certain words may be banned
from usage on a site. All textual input to the site is checked programmatically for
these words and if present they are either censored or the submission rejected.
There are a number of limitations to this approach. People can easily substitute
*'s or numbers or deliberately slightly misspell words to get around the checker
yet still convey the banned meaning, banned words can have perfectly innocent
meanings in different contexts, and slang is ever changing and new words can
come into usage faster than lists can be maintained. Although these examples
are specific to a textual input checker they can be abstracted to the general
problem of programmatic enforcement by saying that for any given set of
programming users will "game the system", testing its boundaries to get around
the intended enforcement, a program cannot make value judgements and may
apply its enforcement where not appropriate, and social rules may change faster
than programmatic ones, requiring frequent updates
Secondly is direct human enforcement. For example pictorial submissions to a
site may require to be first approved by an administrator before being publically
shown. The administration checks each submission against he rules and
guidelines for the site and either approves or rejects the submission. The
drawback to this approach is that it is resource intensive. There may be a spike in
submissions, either because of an increase in popularity of the site or because
the existing users become more active. The approval process can only scale



based on the number of admins (or reducing the time they take to make a
decision, and thus quality). This is hard to change quickly for fiscal reasons,
training, or just the difficulty of meeting fluctuating demands. So submission back
up and a creative surge may be restrained as people get frustrated with long wait
times.
Thirdly is indirect human enforcement. For example, content is allowed to be
added without limitation. However, at any point a user who feels that some
content violates the site's rules and guidelines may flag that content for
administrator attention. The content is withdrawn pending admin approval.
Although this allows for fewer admins to handle greater number of users, it
eventually has the same problems of the second approach. Things scale past the
point of quality enforceability.  Additionally malicious users may flag innocent
content. Quick decisions by administrators under time pressure leads to arbitrary
justice and user discontent.

2.SUMMARY
This invention describes a structured system for formalizing decision making in
web communities. It enables decisions that are subjective and can only be made
by humans, to be conducted in an organized, clear and transparent way. Checks
and balances can be introduced so that all are aware of the exact process
followed. This can be used to adjudicate disputes, automate enforcement of
rules, vote for administrators or rule changes, or in any way formalize how
subjective decisions are made.

The crux of the invention is the creation and maintenance of Legislative
Workflows. (I've been struggling for a good noun to describe this.) These are
nuggets that describe a process for managing the resolution of a decision. What
starts the process will very in what it is being used to adjudicate. Numerous
elements of the process can be enhanced with site specifics. But the overall flow
and structure is fixed. There are several basic phases:
1. Evidence Collection - Materials necessary to the case are collected into a case folder. This is

the body of information that jurors will have access to in order to make their decision. The
types of data that can be nominated for collection is site specific.

2. Pre-trial actions - A proactive system may wish to suspend accounts or to withdraw items
under question pending an outcome to the workflow. The types of actions that can be
conducted are site specific.

3. Litigant statements - The workflow may allow for plaintiffs and defendants to make statements
of their case. They may also be allowed to respond to the other's statements to any recursive
level. There is also an option to terminate the process at this point if the dispute is resolved.

4. Jury Selection - The size of the jury, selection method, and constraints on eligibility of the jury
is specified in this section. Selection may be arbitrary (randomly chosen from all qualified),
voluntary (users are given an incentive to perform their civic duty), by a least recently used
rota, or a combination. The types of things that can be used to limit or permit individuals to be
jurors is site specific. 

5. Jury Sequester Actions - Actions may be taken on the jurors once they are selected. This can
be used for something simple like sending each juror an e-mail, or complicated as in a system
where jury duty is not optional, they may have their account put into a limited availability.

6. Jury Deliberation - Where jury deliberation is allowed, communication forums are set up and
maintained for the deliberation period. The types of deliberation (e.g. private discussion forum,



chat room, anonymous e-mail list) is site specific.
7. Jury Results Collection - Jurors are required to make their decisions at this point. It may be a

simple thumbs up or thumbs down, or a greater selection of answers may be given. The
options are limited to results that can be computationally analyzed. E.g. a multiple choice
selection rather than an essay question.

8. Resolution Actions - The Jury results are tabulated and processed. An outcome is determined
and actions taken to enforce. The types of actions that can be conducted are site specific.

9. Jury Unsequester Actions - This is an action list similar to Jury Sequester actions to allow for
actions taken at that time to be undone.

The site administration will (in my circumstances) define these Legislative
Workflows. They will be connected in to the community at appropriate points. For
example, a Legislative Workflow may be created to govern the approval of new
users. The user registration process would be enhanced to kick off this workflow
once a prospective user has completed their application form.

This process addresses many of the limitations of the other systems:
Programmatic enforcement has the disadvantage of not being able to make
subjective decisions. The Legislative Workflow process involves humans in the
decision and can be used to make subjective decisions.
Direct human enforcement does not scale. Since the Legislative Workflow
process leverages the user community itself, it scales much better.
Direct human enforcement puts administrators in the role of being the sole
dictators. The Legislative Workflow process has the option of making decisions
group decisions. If the features are used that allow for discussion amongst both
the litigants and/or the jurors, decisions are more likely to be made that fit within
the general subjective interpretation of the community.
Indirect human enforcement has the disadvantage in that it may be used
maliciously. Using the Legislative Workflow process you can create a Resolution
Access section that, if there is an overwhelming vote by the jury in favor of the
plaintiff, that actions be taken against the defendant. This provides negative
repercussions for antisocial behavior and makes the forum a more stable place in
the long run.
In the worst case you might define in Jury Selection that a jury is comprised of
one individual who has a role of administrator, in which case it is exactly the
same as direct human enforcement. But even so it is an improvement as the
process is rigorously described allowing for consistency amongst admins and
transparency with users.

There are further ways that this scheme can be used to provide for better forms
of administration above and beyond the traditional methods.
Appeal. One resolution action might be to start another Legislative Workflow. You could, for
example, create a three tiered system whereby when a user spots what they think is a violation
they report it which starts a Legislative Workflow. This picks, say, 12 jurors from the entire user
pool. The result does not have to map to only two results. It may be that if 80% of them believe it
to be a violation, then it is treated as such. If less than 20% of them believe it to be a violation,
then it is treated as if it wasn't. But if the results are between 20-80% then the action taken is to
start another Legislative Workflow. This one might pick, say 8 jurors from a pool of long term
users. Similarly if there are at least 60% of votes one way or another, the matter is settled.
Otherwise a third Legislative Workflow is started. This last one might be restricted to a single juror



who is an administrator. Their say is final. So, at best, the user body decides cases where the
question is very clear cut. The more ambiguous the question, the higher up the chain it goes. In
the worst case, you have a single administrator making a single decision. (Note: jurors could also
be given the choice of "undecided" in addition or a positive or negative result. This would allow
them to explicitly highlight ambiguous cases.)
User Driven Governorship. The Legislative Workflow process can be used to do more than
adjudicate cases of dispute. It could also be used as a voting mechanism. Say in the case above
the middle tier of "long term users" was not determined by time since registry, number of logins,
number of posts or other such metrics. Say that someone could propose that a member be
elevated to "senior member" status. This would kick off a Legislative Workflow that might collect
the entire user population as jurors, with a time limit to cast votes by. The workflow would handle
the voting, counting the votes, and if the needed quota is reached a resolution action would
elevate the person's status. If you add to this another Legislative Workflow to demote someone
from "senior member" status, then you've created a completely self-administiring group of senior
users.
User Driven Legislation. By using the Legislative Workflow process in a similar voting manner to
the above example, users of the system my even be able to propose new bylaws, or emend
existing ones. The workflow would then govern the voting and the resolution action would make
the appropriate update. To the Legislative Workflow, the bylaws are just text. It relies on the users
to interpret their subjective meaning. So a site could be completely self determining even in its
laws.
User Driven Enforcement. Taken a step further, in the same way they might propose changes to
bylaws, they might also propose changes to how they are enforced. In this case the submitted
proposal is a Legislative Workflow itself! If approve the new Legislative Workflow takes over from
the existing one in all new cases. 

3.DESCRIPTION
Defining a Legislative Workflow is comprised of two parts. There is first the
definition, where an administrator or someone formally defines it. Then there is
the process, the steps taken to enact it. You might compare it to constructing a
software program. Someone then writes a program. And then that program is
executed. This invention is similar to defining a computer language. It declares to
syntax, format and structure so that it can be written. It then defines the process
that operates on those structures so it can be executed.

1. Legislative Workflow Definition
A Legislative Workflow Definition is a description of a process for taking actions based on

collective decisions. It is authored by someone in a way described below. The definition is
persisted and used multiple times each time the workflow is started. The actual data
representation is not defined by the invention. As the definition contains several elements, many
of which can be nested or repeated, and also extended by site specific operations, XML would be
a particular apt way of producing a data representation of a Legislative Workflow definition.
However one could also use any other method that accurately store the information and
relationships of the definition's elements.

Before we discuss the definition of the Legislative Workflow proper, there are some other
elements that it refers to that we have to describe first.

Evidentiary Item
An evidentiary item is a data entity that can be added to the evidence pool for a

Legislative Workflow in progress. The items may then be used elsewhere in the workflow for



action resolution, or for review by the jurors or litigants. The Legislative Workflow definition
itemizes what evidentiary items are to be collected into evidence in the Evidence Collection phase
of the workflow.

What an evidentiary items is comprised of will be site dependant. For example, if a site is
using the Legislative Workflow for dispute resolution, items like user identities, submitted material
references, and bylaw references are likely to be available as evidentiary items. The Evidence
Collection phase might then stipulate that the user identities of the plaintiff and defendant, a
reference to submitted material, and a reference to a bylaw on the site be submitted to adjudicate
an accusation that a submission violates a rule. Later, if for example the accusation is upheld, the
defendant's user identity might be passed to a resolution action for suspension.

Actions
An action is an operation that can be conducted by the system. The Legislative Workflow

Definition may itemize a number of actions to take place during the Pre-Trial Actions phase.
Additionally in the Resolution Actions phase an outcome is selected which triggers a number of
other actions. 

An action may take items for input from the evidence pool as defined by the Legislative
Workflow Definition. Each parameter an action can take must be given a type and a descriptive
label. The type is one class of Evidentiary Item as defined by the site, or a collection of
Evidentiary Items. Each parameter may also be defined as being "optional". If this is the case then
it is valid to invoke this action with that type missing (an empty placeholder being passed in its
stead).

An action may be marked as "reversible". If this is the case then it may be executed with
the option of undoing what it originally did.

An action, when executed, returns an error or no-error state.
What the actions actually are is site dependant. For example, if a site is using the

Legislative Workflow for dispute resolution, actions such as "suspend user account", "reinstate
user account", "hide submitted material" and "reinstate submitted material" might be defined. The
Pre-Trial Action phase might then stipulate that the "suspend user account" action is to be invoked
with the defendant's user identity, and the "hide submitted material" action is to be invoked with
the reference to submitted material. Later in the Resolutions Actions Phase if the accusation is
dismissed, the "reinstate user account" action would be specified to be invoked with the
defendant's user identity and the "reinstate submitted material" action would be specified to be
invoked with the submitted material's reference.

Legislative Workflow
The definition elements for the Legislative Workflow are broken down into the information

necessary to conduct each phase of the workflow.

Evidence Collection 
The Legislative Workflow Definition needs to itemize all the potential data elements that

are used throughout the process. This is akin to variable declarations in a procedural
programming language. Each item definition is given a unique (hopefully descriptive) identifier for
later reference by the author of the Legislative Workflow Definition. An entry may be a single item
of the given sort, or may be specified to be a collection of that type of item.

An item may be defined as optional. If that is the case then a valid value for this item is
"null", or an empty placeholder. This may be used for evidence that will be filled in by other parts
of the process. (E.g. litigant chat transcripts)

The elements themselves are Evidentiary Items that are site specific.
Note, some evidentiary items may be statically declared. For example one item might be

a reference to a specific bylaw on the site. Or it may be static text containing instructions to be
presented to the jurors.

The collection of Evidentiary Items is also called the "evidence pool".

Pre-trial actions 
The Legislative Workflow Definition may itemize here actions that are to take place when



the workflow is started. Actions are selected form the pool of available actions defined by the site.
For each action, the source for each parameter must also be specified by the definition. These are
specified by referencing elements defined to be in the evidence pool. A parameter that has not
been marked optional must be tied to an item that is also not marked optional. A parameter that
has been marked optional may be tied to any item, optional or not.

Each actions may be marked with a Boolean value for "halt-on-error". This effects how the
list of actions is processed in the workflow. If an error occurs, processing is halted at that point.

Litigant statements 
The workflow may allow for plaintiffs and defendants to make statements of their case in

a variety of ways. The supported method is defined here.
No statements. This indicates this phase is to be skipped. No statements are collected.
Statement-Response Hierarchy. This indicates that statements may be made and,

optionally, responded to. It references user identities from the evidence pool to determine who
may make statements and in what order. For example it might say that the plaintiff may make a
statement, followed by the defendant making a statement. Or it might allow for multiple
statements and responses. 

A timeframe may also be defined for each response (i.e. how long the person has to
respond), and for the exchange as a whole (how long the entire process may take).

This may also define conditions for dismissal. If allowed, a litigant may compose a
response indicating they wish the case dismissed. This field allows for simple Boolean logic to
determine if a dismissal condition is met. E.g. dismissal if plaintiff requests dismissal and
defendant request dismissal, or dismissal if all plaintiffs request dismissal, etc, etc.

The entire conversation may be tied to a slot defined in the evidence pool. If so, the
conversation becomes an entity that may be used in a later action or revealed to the jury.

Chat Statements. This choice indicates that a meeting is to be scheduled amongst user
identities specified from the evidence pool. A timeframe may be given for it and other details
necessary to schedule and approve the meeting based on the site specific conferencing software.

This may also define conditions for dismissal as described for Statement-Response
Hierarchy.

The chat conversation may be tied to a slot defined in the evidence pool as described for
Statement-Response Hierarchy.

EMail Statements. This choice indicates that the litigants may make statements by
sending e-mail to the system. A timeframe may be given for a response.

The e-mail may be tied to a slot defined in the evidence pool as described for Statement-
Response Hierarchy.

Custom. The Legislative Workflow Definition may be extended at this point. Site specific
methods of interaction may be added as valid values for how litigants can make statements.

Jury Selection
The size of the jury, selection method, and constraints on eligibility of the jury is specified

in this section. 
The size of the jury may be a fixed number. It may refer to a calculation of the available

jury pool. It may refer to a calculation of site specific factors. For example you might specify the
size to be "12 jurors", "25% of available pool", or "50% of the number of users with the role
'moderator'".

One of several selection methods must be specified:
Random. The jury is to be chosen randomly from the pool of all qualified users.
Next Available. The jury is to be chosen from the first available qualified users of the site.
Least Recently Used. The jury is to be chosen from qualified users who have never been

previously chosen or chosen the longest time ago.
All. All qualified users are selected.
Custom. The Legislative Workflow Definition may be extended at this point. Site specific

methods of selection may be added to how jurors are selected.
Zero or more criteria may be defined restricting the pool of users that can be chosen to be

jurors. Criteria may be combined with simple Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT, etc) and



parenthesis to explicitly direct order of operations.
Role Based. Users from specific roles may be excluded. Or users from specific roles may

be the only ones allowed. E.g. Users of role "guest" may not be chosen, or only users of role
"admin" may be chosen.

Usage History. If usage metrics are tracked, they may be used as a selection criteria. E.g.
Only users who have posted more than 12 times in the last month may be chosen. Or users who
have logged in less than 3 times in the past week may be chosen.

Relationships. If user interactions are tracked, they may be used as a selection criteria.
This may be applied recursively. E.g. Any user who has exchanged e-mail with any of the litigants
may not be selected. Or any user who is on the buddy list of anyone who is on the buddy list of
one of the litigants may not be selected (i.e. a buddy of a buddy of a litigant).

Custom. The Legislative Workflow Definition may be extended at this point. Site specific
criteria for selection may be added to limit (or permit) the juror pool.

A timeframe may be defined. If a jury is unable to be selected in this timeframe then the
workflow will take actions specified in the resolution actions.

To allow for multiple methods of selection, there may be several repeated records for jury
selection. I.e. we might first define a jury of three selected randomly with no restrictions, and then
define a jury of 7 of the next available people from the same geography as the defendant. In this
case the records are additive. The final jury is the summation of the juries defined by each
repetition.

Jury Sequestering Actions 
The Legislative Workflow Definition may itemize here actions that are to take place after

the jury is selected. Actions are selected from the pool of available actions defined by the site. For
each action, the source for each parameter must also be specified by the definition. These are
specified by referencing elements defined to be in the evidence pool. A parameter that has not
been marked optional must be tied to an item that is also not marked optional. A parameter that
has been marked optional may be tied to any item, optional or not.

In addition to the values available in the evidence pool, there is one extra value "juror"
which is a user identity. This allows actions to notified of each juror.

Each actions may be marked with a Boolean value for "halt-on-error". This effects how the
list of actions is processed in the workflow. If an error occurs, processing is halted at that point.

Jury Deliberation 
This section defines what sort of jury deliberation is allowed and what evidence they are

presented with.
Options for deliberation are:
No deliberation. This indicates that no deliberation is to be allowed.
Forum. This indicates that jurors are allowed to post and respond to statements in a

forum style area. This will be private to the jurors.
A timeframe may also be defined for how long the forum is open for review.
The forum may be tied to a slot defined in the evidence pool. If so, the forum contents are

available for review while results are being collected.
Mailing List. This indicates that jurors are allowed to post and respond to statements over

a mailing list. This will be private to the jurors.
A timeframe may also be defined for how long the mailing list is open for discussion.
Arbitrary user identities (e.g. the plaintiff and/or defendant) from the evidence pool my

optionally be added to the list.
The mailing list may be tied to a slot defined in the evidence pool as described for Forum.
Chat. This choice indicates that a meeting is to be scheduled amongst the jurors. A

timeframe may be given for it and other details necessary to schedule and approve the meeting
based on the site specific conferencing software.

Arbitrary user identities (e.g. the plaintiff and/or defendant) from the evidence pool my
optionally be added to the meeting.

The chat conversation may be tied to a slot defined in the evidence pool as described for
Forum.



Custom. The Legislative Workflow Definition may be extended at this point. Site specific
methods of interaction may be added as valid values for how jurors can deliberate.

Jurors may be allowed to review evidence relating to the case. If so a list of items in the
evidence pool is defined here. These will be presented to the jurors for consideration when they
consider the case.

Jury Results Collection 
This section defines the choices the jurors have in declaring their decisions. Two or more

options are defined. Each is given an internal identifier and then text that will be presented to the
juror indicating what choice this is. For example: "guilty" - "I think this submission represents a
violation of the given bylaw", "not guilty" - "I do not think this submission represents a violation of
the given bylaw", "not proven" - "I cannot decide if this submission represents a violation of the
bylaw". Each choice may also have a modifier indicating if it is to be selected by default.

This also defines what combinations of chocies are allowed. A lower bound and upper
bound is given. For example "1-1" means that one and only one of the choices may be selected.
"0-4" may mean that none, one, two, three or four of the choices may be selected.

A timeframe must be defined. Jurors have the duration of the timeframe to make their
decision. If results are not collected in this timeframe, and no default choices are defined, then the
workflow will take actions specified in the resolution actions.

A quorum may be defined. If the timeframe is exceeded but the quorum is met, an error is
not raised and normal resolution actions are enacted.

Resolution Actions 
This section defines how Jury results are tabulated and processed. An outcome is

determined and actions taken to enforce.
The definition of this section is a colletion of Boolean expressions and list-of-actions pairs.

They are evaluated from top to bottom. A modifier may be declared to be either "first true" or "all
true". If "first true" is selected, than the action list is enacted for the first Boolean expression in list
order to evaluate as true. If "all true" is selected, than the action lists for all expressions that
evaluate as true are taken.

The Boolean expression may be comprised of Boolean operators, relational operators,
arithmetic operators, constants, choice identifiers, workflow variables, and site specific.
(e.g. "4"), 

Boolean operators include (but are not limited to) or, and, not, etc.
Relational operators include (but are not limited to) less than, greater than, equal, less

than or equal to, etc.
Arithmetic operators include (but are not limited to) +, -, *, /, etc
Constants are hard coded numbers like "4", or Boolean values like "true" or "false".
Choice identifiers are the identifiers defined in the Jury Results Collection phase and

evaluate to be the number of jurors who selected that choice.
Workflow variables include (but are not limited to) variables relating to the jury, the

number selected, the number who voted, and also specific state indications, like isDismissed,
isUnableToFindJury, and isJuryUnresponsive.

An action list is composed similar as to for pre-trial actions. Each action may be marked
with a Boolean value for "halt-on-error". This effects how the list of actions is processed in the
workflow. If an error occurs, processing is halted at that point.

For example, you might have a definition like
[isDismissed] - reinstate_submitted_material(submitted_material_id),

reinstate_user_account(defendant_user_id)
[isUnableToFindJury | isJuryUnresponsive] - initiate_workflow("VIOLATION_APPEAL",

evidence_pool)
[choice("guilty")/jurors_who_voted >= .8] - send_offline_email(defendant_user_id,

static_guilty_text), suspend_user_account(defendant_user_id), delete_submitted_material
(submitted_material_id)

[choice("not guilty")/jurors_who_voted >= .8] - send_offline_email(plaintiff_user_id,
static_nusience_suit_text), reinstante_submitted_material(submitted_material_id),



reinstate_user_account(defendant_user_id)
[true] - initiate_workflow("VIOLATION_APPEAL", evidence_pool)
The first line says that if this was dismissed in the litigants statement phase then to

reinstate the defendant's account and disputed submission.
The second lines says that if a jury wasn't found, or they didn't answer in time, than to

escalate this action to another Legislative Workflow.
The third line says that if 80% or more of the jurors chose "guilty" then send the defendant

a canned e-mail and suspend their account.
The fourth line says that if 80% or more of the jurors chose "not guilty" then send the

plaintiff a canned e-mail, reinstate the defendant's account and disputed submission.
The last line is a catch all if none of the above conditions are true. It escalates this action

to another Legislative Workflow.

Jury Unsequester Actions 
The Legislative Workflow Definition may itemize here actions that are to take place as the

last step. Actions are selected form the pool of available actions defined by the site. For each
action, the source for each parameter must also be specified by the definition. These are specified
by referencing elements defined to be in the evidence pool. A parameter that has not been
marked optional must be tied to an item that is also not marked optional. A parameter that has
been marked optional may be tied to any item, optional or not.

In addition to the values available in the evidence pool, there is one extra value "juror"
which is a user identity. This allows actions to notified of each juror.

Each actions may be marked with a Boolean value for "halt-on-error". This effects how the
list of actions is processed in the workflow. If an error occurs, processing is halted at that point.

2. Legislative Workflow Process
Once we've defined a Legislative Workflow, it needs to be tied into some action. This can

be triggered by any number of events. A user could click a button to start a Legislative Workflow to
process a complaint about another user's post. A timed process could trigger a Legislative
Workflow to launch a vote to re-elect a moderator at the end of their term. Or an automatic
scanning process could be used to find potentially offensive words in a submission and start a
Legislative Workflow for an admin team to investigate.

This section describes what actions are taken to process a Legislative Workflow. When
executing the Legislative Workflow will have its own unique data pool to maintain its state in.
Where there is only one definition per Legislative Workflow, there will be several data pools. One
for each running instance of a Legislative Workflow. When complete the data pool may be
discarded or archived for records.

For descriptive purposes the process is broken into several phases corresponding to the
same sections discussed in the Legislative Workflow Definition.

Evidence Collection 
Whatever process initiates a Legislative Workflow is responsible for populating the

evidence pool. When it has finished submitting evidentiary items it instructs the workflow to start.
All data elements defined in the Legislative Workflow definition and not marked as

optional must be populated in order to successfully start the workflow. Data elements that are
marked as option do not need to be populated. If they are not set when the workflow is told to
start are set with an empty placeholder ("null").

Pre-trial actions 
In this phase the actions described in the Legislative Workflow Definition are enacted. In

the order they were defined each action is executed and passed the parameters nominated in the
definition from the evidence pool. If an action returns an error state and the definition has a true
value for halt-on-error the system aborts the workflow. It goes through the list from the point it is at



in reverse order. For every action it has already executed, it calls it in reverse mode, if supported
by that action. A full report is then sent to whatever alert queue has been set up for the
administrators.

Litigant statements 
This point in the workflow is process according to the method selected.
No statements. No actions take place. Processing continues with Jury Selection.
Statement-Response Hierarchy. The list of user identities is looped through. For each one

in turn it contacts the person and informs them they may make a statement regarding this case. If
there is preceding statements, they are also included so they may respond to them. If dismissal is
an option, they are also given the means to reply with that response.

If a response is not given in the timeframe allotted for this response a response of "no
response" is recorded. If the entire process has exceeded the timeframe for statements then this
phase is ended. If the litigant has responded with a request for dismissal the dismissal conditions
for dismissal are consulted. If a dismissal is reached that state is noted in the data pool for the
Legislative Workflow and executions immediately proceeds to the Resolution Actions phase.

Otherwise processing is continued until everyone on the list has been looped through. If
the definition indicates the transcript is to be written to the evidence pool, it is done so.

Chat Statements. A meeting is scheduled amongst the user identities specified according
to details recorded in the Legislative Workflow Definition. The meeting is monitored while in
action. If litigants have the option for dismissal this is presented in the meeting. The meeting ends
when all participants have left, the timeframe has been exceeded, or enough litigants have
requested a dismissal that meets the conditions given.

If the meeting was ended with a dismissal, this is enacted as with Statement-Response-
Hierarchy. If the definition indicates the transcript is to be written to the evidence pool, it is done
so.

Email Statements. An e-mail is sent out to the litigants informing them of the process and
their option of submitting a statement by responding to the e-mail. This phase continues until all
statement have been received, or the timeframe exceeded.

If the definition indicates the transcript is to be written to the evidence pool, it is done so.
Custom. The Legislative Workflow Process may be extended at this point. If a site specific

methods of interaction has been indicated in the Legislative Workflow Definition it is processed at
this point.

Jury Selection
When this phase is entered, the first thing that is calculated is the eligible jurors. All

registered users are examined. For each user the jury selection criteria are evaluated and then
combined according to the Boolean expression in the definition. If the result is positive, they are
added to the pool of eligible jurors.

Next the size of the jury is calculated. If it's a fixed number, that number is used. If it's a
function of the available jury pool size, we now know that and can calculate it. If it's a function of a
site specific value we gets those values and do that calculation.

If the pool of eligible jurors is less than the needed jury size, the isUnabletoFindJury state
is set and process moves to the Resolutions Actions phase.

The next stop of the process is to pare the eligible jurors down to the size needed. This
depends on the method of selection.

Random. Jurors are chosen randomly from the pool of eligible jurors and recorded in the
state data until the required number is reached. (We remove each juror when selected from the
eligible juror pool to avoid duplicate entries.)

Next Available. The system monitors the site specific method of determining user
availability. (E.g. the login process, the submission process, etc) Each user, as they become
available, is tested to see if they are in the eligible juror's pool. If so, they are selected into the
jury. If we are unable to fill the necessary slots within the given timeframe, the isUnabletoFindJury
state is set and process moves to the Resolutions Actions phase.

Least Recently Used. The sites records are examined to determine the last time any juror
was served jury duty. The pool of eligible jurors is sorted against this data with the never served



first, followed by the oldest served, to the newest. The top needed are selected.
All. The entire pool of eligible jurors is selected into the jury.
Custom. The Legislative Workflow Process may be extended at this point. If a site specific

methods of selection has been nominated in the definition it is used at this point to select jurors
from the eligible pool.

The methods defined above are descriptive only. There are multiple options for optimizing
performance for jury selection in cases where there are large number of registered users. Any
specific implementation that produces the same results as the methods described above is valid.

In the case where there are multiple jury selection records, they are processed iteratively,
from the first defined to the last defined. The only effect of former selections on latter selections is
that all jurors who have been selected by former records are removed from the eligible pool of the
later records. In the end the jury is composed of the union of all those selected in each iteration.

Jury Sequestering Actions
In this phase the actions described in the Legislative Workflow Definition are enacted for

each juror. The list of jurors is looped though. For each juror each action is executed in the order
they were defined and passed the parameters nominated in the definition from the evidence pool.
The special parameter "juror" is assigned the current juror in the loop. 

If an action returns an error state and the definition has a true value for halt-on-error the
system aborts the workflow. It goes through the list from the point it is at in reverse order. For
every action it has already executed, it calls it in reverse mode, if supported by that action. A full
report is then sent to whatever alert queue has been set up for the administrators.

Jury Deliberation 
If the Legislative Workflow definition indicates that jurors are allowed to review evidence

relating to the case they are given access to the listed items in the evidence pool. These will be
presented to the jurors through some site specific means. It may be through an e-mail, a private
page on the web site or some other means

Jury deliberation is handled in a similar way to litigant statements. It is processed
according to the method selected.

No deliberation.  No actions take place. Processing continues with Jury Results
Collection.

Forum. A bulletin board type area is set up in the application. Only jury members are
given access to read or post to it. It is maintained for the duration of the timeframe indicated in the
Legislative Workflow definition. Once concluded the forum is shut down. If the definition so
requires, a transcript of the contents of the forum is added to the evidence pool, and jurors are to
be given access to it, they are done so.

Mailing List. A mailing list is set up, jurors are subscribed and information on posting to it
circulated. Only jurors may join and participate on the mailing list. It is maintained for the duration
of the timeframe indicated in the   Legislative Workflow definition. Once concluded the mailing list
is shut down. If the definition so requires, a transcript of the contents of the mailing list is added to
the evidence pool, and jurors are to be given access to it, they are done so.

Chat. A meeting is scheduled amongst the jurors according to details recorded in the
Legislative Workflow Definition. The meeting ends when all participants have left or the timeframe
has been exceeded. If the definition so requires, a transcript of the chat session is added to the
evidence pool, and jurors are to be given access to it, they are done so.

Custom. The Legislative Workflow Process may be extended at this point. If a site specific
methods of deliberation has been nominated in the definition it is used at this point to allow jurors
to discuss the case.

Jury Results Collection 
Jurors are required to make their decisions at this point. Jurors are presented with the

choices form the Legislative Workflow Definition. This is communicated to them and their answers
received according to a site specific method. They may be sent an e-mail, a form, given access to
a voting web page, or a special instant message. The acceptance method is responsible for
validating their response according to the rules encoded in the Legislative Workflow definition.



If results for all the jurors are received within the defined timeframe processing continues
to Resolution Actions. If the timeframe is exceeded before all results are collected, the number of
actual results is compared to the quorum set in the Legislative Workflow Definition. If the quorum
is met, processing continues to Resolution Actions. If the quorum is not met the
isJuryUnresponsive state is set and process moves to the Resolutions Actions phase.

Resolution Actions 
If there is no error then the Jury results are tabulated at this point. A database is created.

Choice identifiers are created for the identifiers declared in the Legislative Workflow definition and
given values of the total votes for each choice in the database. Other workflow variables are
calculated and also added this space.

From first to last the Boolean expressions in the Legislative Workflow Definition are
evaluated against the values in the data space. If a true value is reached the action list
corresponding to that Boolean expression is processed. This is done in a matter the same as for
Pre-trial actions, including error handling. If this is the first expression to evaluate as true and the
Legislative Workflow Definition stipulates that the "first true" method is to be used for processing,
no more expressions on the list are processed. Otherwise if the "all true" method is specified, all
remaining expressions are processed and those that evaluate as true have their action lists
executed.

Jury Unsequester Actions
In this phase the actions described in the Legislative Workflow Definition are enacted for

each juror. The list of jurors is looped though. For each one each action is executed in the order
they were defined and passed the parameters nominated in the definition from the evidence pool.
The special parameter "juror" is assigned the current juror in the loop. 

If an action returns an error state and the definition has a true value for halt-on-error the
system aborts the action list for that user. It goes through the list from the point it is at in reverse
order. For every action it has already executed, it calls it in reverse mode, if supported by that
action. A full report is then sent to whatever alert queue has been set up for the administrators.
Processing continues with the next juror.

4.Case Studies
Although not necessarily a direct part of the patent process, I want to describe here a

number of case studies. This is to illustrate the different ways this invention can used.

1. A Poetry Website

Website Description
Here we have the case of a poetry website, where aspiring and published poets may post their
works to the world at large. Each poet (user) may establish one account with specific privileges:
1. to upload original poetry
2. to review other poetry samples
3. to comment, discuss and rate the merits of specific poetry samples
4. to report abuses of website rules
Each month the poetry website awards a monetary prize---$100---to the highest rated poem
posted within a specified period of time.

Problem Description

plagiarism  n 1: a piece of writing that has been copied from someone else and is presented as
being your own work 2: the act of plagiarizing; taking someone's words or ideas as if they were
your own;



---WordNet 2.0, 2003 Princeton University

One of the problems that a poetry award website might face is the theft of the intellectual property.
Users might claim the work of other poets---either website users or published poets---as their
own. In this way they might strive to win unmerited recognition within the community of the poetry
website (and of course, access to the cash prize).

The question thus becomes one of identification and enforcement. The Legislative Workflow may
be used to help efficiently police the site.

Legislative Workflow Definition

We wish to create a Legislative Workflow Definition that is used by users who wish to report what
they see as acts of plagiarism. 

Evidence Collection

The first step is to define what elements we wish to have in the evidence pool. We choose the
following:

plaintiff user identity person registering the complaint
defendant user identity person complained about
suspect_poem poem reference poem complained about
original_poems list of poem references poem(s) they are accused of copying (optional)
plaintiff_message static text Information message to plaintiff explaining legal proceedings
defendant_message static text Information message to defendant explaining legal proceedings
juror_message static text Information message to juror explaining their duty
guilty_penalty static timeframe Set to one month
nuisence_pentalty static timeframe Set to one week
guilty_defendant_message static text Information message to defendant if the case is found guilty
guilty_plaintif_message static text Information message to plaintiff if the case is found guilty
not_guilty_defendant_message static text Information message to defendant if the case is found not guilty
not_guilty_plaintif_message static text Information message to plaintiff if the case is found not guilty
nusience_defendant_message static text Information message to defendant if the case is found to be a nuisance suit
nusience_plaintif_message static text Information message to plaintiff if the case is found to be a nuisance suit
undecided_message static text Information message if the case cannot be decided

Pre-trial actions We indicate actions that are to take place when the workflow is started:

1. The "restrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to remove
posting privileges from the defendant

2. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "defendant_message" to inform the defendant of the action

3. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "plaintiff_message" to inform the defendant of the action

Litigant Statements. We do not wish to have any litigant statements, so we set this to "no
statements".

Jury Selection We indicate here that we wish to have a jury of 12 people. We want to restrict it to
users whose have the role "previous contest winner" or who have submitted at least 12 poems to
the site. We stipulate the method of selection is "next available" within a timeframe of 72 hours.

Jury Sequester Actions We define a single action here to notify jurors of their selection

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to the special value "juror"

Jury Deliberation We do not desire any deliberation so we select "no deliberation" for this section.
We do, however, define that the jurors are to be allowed access to the "suspect_poem" and
"original_poems" elements from the evidence pool for examination.



Jury Results Collection We define three options here the jurors can choose from:

1. guilty - This work appears to have plagiarized the cited material

2. not guilty - This work does not appear to have plagiarized the cited material

3. unsure - It is not clear if this work plagiarizes the cited material or not

We further indicate that they can choose one and only one of the choices. That they have 4 hours
to make their decision. And that we will accept a quorum of 8 votes.

Jury Resolution Actions We define four possible outcomes and list actions for each of them. We
define that the list is to be processed as "first true".

1. isUnableToFormJury OR isJuryUnresponsive. In case of error we abort the case

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "undecided_message".

2. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "undecided_message".

3. The "unrestrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to
reinstate their posting privileges.

1. numberof(guilty)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .60. If 60% or more say it is plagiarism, then they
are guilty

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "guilty_defendant_message".

2. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "guilty_plaintif_message".

3. The "unrestrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to
reinstate their posting privileges.

4. The "suspend account" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and
the "time" parameter set to "guilty_penalty"

1. numberof(not guilty)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .8. If 80% say it is not plagiarism, it is a
nuisance suit

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "nuisence_defendant_message".

2. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "nuisence_plaintif_message".

3. The "unrestrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to
reinstate their posting privileges.

4. The "suspend account" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the
"time" parameter set to "nuisence_penalty"

1. true. Otherwise, it is not plagiarism

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "not_guilty_defendant_message".

2. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "not_guilty_plaintif_message".

3. The "unrestrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to
reinstate their posting privileges.

Jury Unsequester Actions We don't have anything to reverse for jurors so we don't list anything
here.



Legislative Workflow Process

The workflow can be "wired" into the site as follows. For each poetry submission a button appears
that allows each user to report plagiarism. When clicked it prompts the user to select the poem or
poems that are thought to be plagiaries. When the user has submitted this form the back end
process kicks off the workflow. It populates the workflow data space with the user identity of the
person initiating the action as the value for "plaintiff", the identity of the owner of the reported
poem as "defendant", a reference to the poem under question as "suspect_poem", and any
additional poems specified as "original_poems". When it signals it has finished adding evidence
the workflow is initiated.

2. An Election of Moderators

Website Description
The Internet contains millions of individually moderated discussion groups in various forums.
These groups rely on moderators---members with special privileges---to police activities or
discussions going on within the extent of its purview. In cases where users disagree with the
terms of the discussion, the moderators are also judge and jury.

Problem Description
Discussion group moderators inhabit positions of significant power of their online communities,
which may number into the thousands. They are often self-appointed, termless arbiters of justice.
Discussion group members have little recourse in cases of dispute. They cannot fire or replace
moderators who have crossed “over the line”; instead they may express their dissatisfaction only
by changing their usage patterns. They leave the site, and the online community, which is built
over time, may suffer. 

We can instead use Legislative Workflows to provide members with means of appointing
moderators in a consistent manner with transparent election laws. Legislative Workflows can be
created to elect new moderators, recall current moderators or expand the number of moderators
associated with any particular discussion group. 

For example, the group could allow members to nominate a member for election to replace a
retiring moderator. Every member with enough nominations---a number to be determined by
administrators---would have a Legislative Workflow kicked off to administer the election.

Legislative Workflow Definition

We will show an example of  a Legislative Workflow Definition that is used by users to nominate
someone for office. 

Evidence Collection

The first step is to define what elements we wish to have in the evidence pool. We choose the
following:

nominee user identity person registering the complaint
statement text statement from the nominee (optional, to be filled in later)

Pre-trial actions We don't have any special statements we wish to take place when the trial is
started.

Litigant Statements. We want the nominee to be able to either make a statement as to why they
should be voted for, or to bow out. So we set the method of litigant statements to "Statement-
Response Hierarchy" and specify that a single iteration is to be conducted with the user identity
stored in "nominee". We specify a timeframe of 72 hours and allow for dismissal of this action if
the nominee requests it. We indicate the text of the statement is to be stored in the "statement"



slot in the evidence pool.

Jury Selection We indicate here that we wish to have a jury of 100% of the eligible jurors. We
want to restrict it to users who do not have the role "moderator" and who have been a member of
the site for at least one month. We stipulate the method of selection is "All".

Jury Sequester Actions No actions are taken at this point.

Jury Deliberation To avoid bogging down our normal discussion group with talk about the election,
we select "forum" for this section. We also define that the jurors are to be allowed access to the
"nominee" and "statement" elements from the evidence pool for examination. We set a timeframe
of 7 days to allow for discussion.

Jury Results Collection We define two options here the jurors can choose from:

1. yes - They want the nominee elevated to moderator status

2. no - They do not want the nominee elevated to moderator status

We further indicate that they can choose one and only one of the choices. That they have 24
hours to make their decision. And that we will accept a quorum of 25% of votes.

Jury Resolution Actions We define three possible outcomes and list actions for each of them. We
define that the list is to be processed as "first true".

1. isDismissed. In case the nominee declines the nomination

1. (no actions taken)

1. numberof(yes)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .66. A 2/3 majority is needed to elect

1. The "make moderator" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "nominee" to make
them a moderator.

1. true. Otherwise, they are not elected

1. (no actions taken)

Jury Unsequester Actions We don't have anything to reverse for jurors so we don't list anything
here.

3. Mediation for a Discussion Forum

Website Description
For the victims of specific types of abuse, the Internet discussion groups may be a ready medium
for counseling and/or emotional support, a resource for bringing together like-minded survivors
regardless of their physical localities. The idea is to provide clients, the discussion board
members, with nurturing environments through which to obtain collective healing of specific
traumas. Survivors of physical abuse, for example, might find peace using the appropriate, time-
tested therapy of a support group without giving up their anonymity. 

Problem Description

During therapeutic discussions, clients or members may unearth or give vent to their own
destructive emotions. They may release their angers or fears in inappropriate ways that cause
harm. They may be so mentally damaged as to be unable to contain their commentary, to the
point of offending other members of the discussion board. Such individuals, called “trolls” in the
art, dog discussion sites, impeding the group function, consensus-building and in the case of a
support group, collective healing. 

Faced with trolls, moderators likely preserve the collective experience by sacrificing the



individual’s well being. The troll is thrown off the site for poor behavior and the collective healing
goes on among the better adjusted. But what if the moderator had another means of dealing with
the troll? What if the moderator could convene a specialized mediation group around the troll to
cultivate more self-awareness about the ramifications of online behavior? 

Legislative Workflow Definition

We wish to create a Legislative Workflow Definition to resolve disputes between members.

Evidence Collection

The first step is to define what elements we wish to have in the evidence pool. We choose the
following:

plaintiff user identity person registering the complaint
defendant user identity person complained about
submissions list of submission reference submissions evidencing complaint (optional)
plaintiff_message static text Information message to plaintiff explaining legal proceedings
defendant_message static text Information message to defendant explaining legal proceedings
litigant_transcript text Transcript of litigant statements (optional, to be filled in later)
thank_you_message static text Information message thanking participants for being a party of the process
banned_message static text Information message that you've been banned
suspended_message static text Information message that you've been suspended

Pre-trial actions We indicate actions that are to take place when the workflow is started:

1. The "restrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to remove
posting privileges from the defendant

2. The "restrict postings" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" to remove
posting privileges from the plaintiff

3. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "defendant_message" to inform the defendant of the action

4. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "plaintiff_message" to inform the defendant of the action

Litigant Statements. We want the litigants to try to work their problems out. We decide that "chat
statements" are the best way. We indicate that  a twenty minute meeting is to be scheduled during
the next week. We also indicate that the text of the chat is to be saved into the evidence pool as
"litigant_transcript". Dismissal of the case is allowed if both members agree to it.

Jury Selection We with to form a fair and representational jury. So we break the jury into three
sections.

First we specify a jury of 3 members, comprised of users of the same support group as the
plaintiff, chosen randomly from all currently on-line.

Next we specify a jury of 3 members, comprised of users of the same support group as the
defendant, chosen randomly from all currently on-line.

Lastly we specify a jury of 1 member, comprised of a user with the "counsellor" role, chosen by
the "least recently served" method from all currently on-line.

Jury Sequester Actions Since all jurors are on-line, we know they are available and do not need
any actions.

Jury Deliberation As with the litigant statements, we wish to allow they jury to debate via chat. A
meeting is defined to be scheduled right away with a duration of one hour. They are to be allowed
access to the submissions entry in the evidence pool and the litigant_transcript entry to judge their
behavior.

Jury Results Collection We define four options here the jurors can choose from:



1. ban plaintiff - Plaintiff should be banned from the site

2. ban defendant - Defendant should be banned from the site

3. suspend plaintiff posts for one month - Plaintiff should not be allowed to post for one month

4. suspend defendant posts for one month - Defendant should not be allowed to post for one
month

We further indicate that they can choose zero to four of these choices. (I.e. any, all, or none) That
they have 10 minutes to make their decision. And that we will accept a quorum of 6 votes.

Jury Resolution Actions We define several possible outcomes and list actions for each of them.
We define that the list is to be processed as "all true".

1. isDismissed. In case they settle their dispute before going to a jury

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "thank_you_message".

2. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "thank_you_message".

1. numberof(ban_plaintiff)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .80. If 80% or more want to ban, then ban

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "banned_message".

2. The "ban user" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" to ban them from
the site.

1. numberof(ban_defendant)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .80. If 80% or more want to ban, then
ban

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "banned_message".

2. The "ban user" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to ban them
from the site.

1. numberof(suspend_plaintiff)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .60. If 60% or more want to suspend,
then suspend

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" and the "text"
parameter set to "suspended_message".

2. The "suspend user" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "plaintiff" to suspend
their posting privileges.

1. numberof(suspend_defendant)/numberof(voting_jurors) >= .60. If 60% or more want to ban,
then ban

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" and the "text"
parameter set to "suspended_message".

2. The "suspend user" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "defendant" to
suspend their posting privileges.

Jury Unsequester Actions We want to thank the jurors for participating

1. The "send mail" action is called with the "user" parameter set to "juror" and the "text"
parameter set to "thank_you_message".

 


